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editorial .
dear reader,

G

PHOTO BY ARILD STRØMMEN

rowing up by the sea in Norway, it was
fish for dinner five times a week. Either
we went out in our boat to catch the fish
ourselves, or we
got it at the
local fish store.
Always fresh
and tasty, and I
realized later –
very healthy,
too. Norway
has always been
a nation of fisheaters. Fishing
is the livelihood
of many people
who live along
our coastline or
inland by the
many lakes, fjords, and rivers. Fish export is a
major source of income in the Norwegian economy. Norway’s export of stock fish to bacalaolovers in Portugal and Brazil goes centuries
back. In the 1900s the British aristocracy discovered the joy and excitement of salmon fishing in
the pristine Norwegian rivers, paving the way for
international tourism to the Norwegian countryside. Today, Norwegian fish-farmed salmon is a
quality brand and is sold all over the world,
increasingly to the US market. Also, Norwegian
white fish such as cod and halibut are highly

sought after by fine restaurants, as is shellfish
and king crab, the newly arrived species from
Russia.
Although Norwegians eat a lot of fish, we
love meat, too. I especially appreciate the variety
of game meat, which is hunted seasonally in
Norway. Elk, reindeer, and grouse are popular
foods for festive occasions and are served in
most restaurants. Norway offers vast forest and
mountain areas open to the public for hunting.
Norway’s Freedom to Roam Act also gives public access to private land.

A

s Norway’s ambassador to the United
States I make a point of having Norwegian
recipes and ingredients on the menu at the
many dinners, lunches, and receptions I host during the year. The embassy is very fortunate to
have a talented young Norwegian chef, who I
believe plays an important role in our public
diplomacy effort. The food we serve says a lot
about who we are and is an excellent conversation starter, paving the way for great discussions
and the meeting of minds, the basis for sound
bilateral cooperation.
I encourage you to look for Norwegian food
in your local store or on restaurant menus. Of
course, the best is to travel to Norway for some
world-class gourmet experiences. This edition of
News of Norway gives you a taste of what to
expect.

wegger chr. strommen
ambassador of norway to the united states
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WHERE TO GET NORWEGIAN
FOOD IN THE UNITED STATES
Haram-Christensen Corporation
www.haramchris.com/index.php
ScanSelect.
6719 15th Ave. N.W., Seattle, WA 98117
Phone: (206) 784-7020
www.scanspecialties.com/
Nordic Imports
Phone: (860) 693-3773
www.nordicimports.com/
Norseland Inc
www.norseland.com

PHOTOS BY TOM HAGA

Nordic Delicacies
6909 Third Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11209
Phone: (718) 748-1874
www.nordicdeli.com

food revival
by arild strommen

A

lthough Norwegian cooking for many
is synonymous with lutefisk and lefse,
such dishes are not necessarily the hallmark of the country’s food traditions any
more.
A new generation of chefs have reinvented
Norwegian cuisine, and even taken it to an
Olympic level. As a matter of fact, the
Norwegian Culinary Team made history
when, for the first time ever, it won the
Culinary Olympics in Germany in the fall of
2008, outmaneuvering 31 other countries. The
next Olympics will be held in 2012.
“We worked systematically and prepared
for four years,” team manager Svein Erik
Renaa said. A winning menu consisted of
trout caught in the Norwegian fjords as well
as a lamb dish. “We are ambassadors for
Norway and Norwegian fare, so we use the
best raw materials the country can provide.”
While for a long time it has been common
to use imported products, there is now a growing trend among Norwegian chefs to use more
raw ingredients from Norway in their cooking.
Topping the list are Norwegian fish and
shellfish, followed by Norwegian lamb and
wild game, according to a study recently con-

ducted by the Gastronomical Institute. Cured
meats and a variety of cheeses have also
become more popular at gourmet restaurants.

“T

he chefs’ appreciation for Norwegian
raw ingredients is obvious. They are
proud of what we have in Norway.
Locally produced goods that also connect to a
place, tradition or ‘history’ are something that
is in demand and chefs want to use,” said Britt
Elisabeth Olsen of the Gastronomical
Institute.
Forty of 51 chefs surveyed said a product’s origin makes a difference in their choice
of foods, given that it was a quality product.
“It is a lot more enjoyable for me to tell my
guests that the lamb I am serving is from the
Norwegian countryside and not from New
Zealand. It adds a certain quality to the meal,”
Jørn Lie of Oslo’s Restaurant Det Gamle
Raadhus said.
Lie believes the availability of foods from
Norway is better today than as few as five
years ago. For example, Norwegian lamb has
gone from being a seasonal product, often
used in the traditional fårikål (lamb and cabbage stew), to being a high-quality product
available year-round.

TOP LEFT: A winning menu: Appetizer consisting of lightly smoked and baked wild caught
trout from the Norwegian fjords, with artichoke and oyster compote, vegetables, Arctic
caviar sauce, avocado turn-over, apple and chives. TOP RIGHT: Entrée: Norwegian lamb
filet “Hallingdal” with mushroom, horseraddish and apricot. Potato with salted lamb shoulder, dill and mustard, and seasonal ecological vegetables. BENEATH TOP RIGHT:
Chocolate and caramel mousse, wild berry gello, warm black currant soufflé, crispy feuilletine, yoghurt and black currant ice cream. OPPOSITE PAGE: The winning team at the
Culinary Olympics in Erfurt, Germany, 2008: Sven Erik Renaa, team manager (holding trophy); Gunnar Hvarnes, team captain; Kjartan Skjelde, chef; Andreas Myhrvold, chef; Espen
Vesterdal Larsen, pastry chef; Sverre Sætre, pastry chef; Ronny Kolvik, chef; Even
Ramsvik, chef; Kari Innerå, chef; Elise Bratteng Rønning, commis; Gjermund Kværna
Bjelland, commis; Steffen Engelhard, advisor; Tom Victor Gausdal, advisor.

Willy's Products
1601 NW 38th Ave, Lauderhill, FL 33311
Phone: (954) 316-1350
www.willysproducts.com
Ingebretsen's
1601 E. Lake St, Minneapolis, MN 55407
Phone: (612) 729-9331
www.ingebretsens.com/
Olsen Scandinavian Food
2248 N.W. Market St., Seattle, WA 98107
Phone: (206) 783-8288
www.scandinavianfoods.net/
Bergquist Imports
1412 Hwy 33 So., Cloquet, MN 55720
Phone: (800) 328-0853
www.bergquistimports.com/
Scandia Food & Gifts
30 High St., Norwalk, CT 06851
Phone: (203) 838-2087
www.scandiafood.com/Company.aspx
Scandinavian Gifts
2166 Gulf Gate Dr., Sarasota, FL 34231
Phone: (941) 923-4313
www.scandinavian-south.com/
Norwegian Seamen's Church in Houston
4309 Young St.
Pasadena, TX 77504
Phone: (281) 998-8366
Norwegian Seamen's Church in
Los Angeles/San Pedro
1035 S. Beacon St, San Pedro, CA 90731
Phone: (310) 832-6800
Norwegian Seamen's Church in Miami
1180 South America Way, Port of Miami,
Miami, FL 33132
Phone: (305) 358-2814
Norwegian Church in New Orleans
1772 Prytania St, New Orleans, LA 70130
Phone: (504) 525-3602
Norwegian Church in New York
317 E. 52nd St., New York, NY 10022
Phone: (212) 319-0370
Norwegian Seamen's Church San Fran.
2454 Hyde St., San Francisco, CA 94109
Phone: (415) 775-6566
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traveling to eat
by arild strommen

PHOTOS BY INGER MARTHE SKYBERG

An increased focus on locally made
quality foods has also given rise to a
new interest for tourists – traveling to
experience heritage, aesthetics, culture, and unique culinary delights.
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A

t Per Gynt Gaarden, close to the small town of Vinstra in
Gudbrandsdalen, you will find middle-ages ambience, as the
farm's heritage goes back to the 14th century. You may sit at a
traditional long table, while an award-winning chef prepares a gourmet
meal of soup made with hand-picked caraway, fresh meat of moose,
smoked salmon, and homemade sour cream.
Each guest room has its own unique atmosphere, with traditional
furniture, modern art, and family photos side by side. Walking through
the rooms is like traveling in time. In a majestic bed Greta Garbo slept
when she visited after World War II. The late King Olav V regularly
stayed in the “King’s Room.” Among the celebrities who have signed
the guestbook are Danish Queen Margrethe and actress Liv Ullmann,
who wrote: “After many travels and a long life I finally found a home
offering hundreds of years of history from my country and at the same
time tops any modern five-star hotel.”

T

hose who seek a simpler alternative
or just want to pick up some fresh
cheese can visit one of the farms
participating in a program called,
“Norwegian Rural Tourism and
Food from the Farm.” A rooster symbol signifies membership in the program,
and guarantees quality
products and service. You can stay
overnight on the
farms, buy traditional goat’s
milk cheese,
tasty cured
meats, and
preserves,
pick berries,
or hunt and

fish for your own food. In Norway, visitors are free to fish along the
coast, by boat or from the shoreline.
In three northern counties and Svalbard, 45 restaurants have teamed
up to present an “Arctic menu,” serving “innumerable culinary temptations from north Norway’s abundant pantry.” The object is to serve
both traditional and more modern dishes based on ingredients and produce from the region.
According to Nils Harald Moe: “We have to provide our guests
with an explanation and an experience. We should be able to tell them
something about our bread, and in so doing provide them with an
account of the old White Sea trade with Russia that supplied us with
corn good enough to allow the dough to rise. We should be able to tell
them about the voyages to Bergen made by cargo vessels overloaded
with stockfish, cod-liver oil, and skins that were exchanged for flour
and spices. We want to give something of our heritage, the local customs, food, and culinary traditions.”
The Arctic menu even offers indigenous Sami fare, featuring a wide
range of exotic dishes based on fish, berries, reindeer meat, and other
game. Sami fare was normally prepared with simple means, often over
an open fire. Only small amounts of seasoning were used. The
Storgammen Restaurant in Karasjok and Fjellprodukter in Kautokeino
in the county of Finnmark are two restaurants which serve mainly Sami
cuisine.

A

lso in Finnmark, the adventurous can dive for their own king
crab. Given the king’s status as a prized shellfish, crab safaris
have become the latest craving for gourmet eco-adventurers.
Certified Scuba divers can join the pros as they plunge to the seafloor
and catch lunch. Back in the warmth of a cozy restaurant, the kings are
served, along with a lecture and presentation by Lars Petter Øie, a diver
and crab specialist. “King crab meat is one of the most savory meals to
be found in the sea. It has attracted guests from all over the world who
wish to catch the delicacy for themselves and enjoy it in the freshest
possible way,” Øie said. Last year his King Crab Safari was featured in
National Geographic Adventure magazine as one of the 25 best new
trips to make.
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gastronomy in
jotunheimen
national park
by eli havn

PHOTO COURTESY OF ARNE BRIMI

T

ate a great atmosphere around the meal itself is just as important, and
maybe harder than preparing the food.”
Brimi said, ”Vianvang will carry on the knowledge of our cultural
heritage for everyone who lives today.” But the chef is also adamant
that there is always more to learn and that food tradition should not be
stationary and set, but constantly be developed.

PHOTO BY TERJE RAKKE/INNOVATION NORWAY

he Norwegian celebrity chef Arne Brimi teaches gastronomy at
his resort located in Jotunheimen (“Home of the Giants”)
National Park.
Brimi is known from the Norwegian TV program “Gutta på tur,”
where he is one of four celebrity friends who travel around the world.
The program has a strong focus on nature and catching and preparing
food. Their travels have taken them to different places in Norway, but
also to Alaska's wilderness, among other places. Arne Brimi has also
appeared on other TV shows, written cookbooks, and created his own
recreation center, Vianvang.
At Vianvang, one can take cooking classes, in the kitchen or out in
nature. One can also fish or go for walks. The objective behind the
resort is to impart food, culture, and history in close encounters with
nature. “To me, Vianvang symbolizes the continuous lines in
Norwegian culture, from those who were dependent upon what nature
gave, all the way back to the Stone Age.” Brimi said.
Brim’s philosophy, which he calls “Nature’s Kitchen,” provides the
foundation for his daily work to develop food culture in the kitchen at
his resort. The chef is passionate about sustainability: “When we harvest from nature, it is to use not to use up.” He emphasizes the importance of quality raw materials and reveals what he thinks is the secret
of the perfect meal: to prepare the ingredients in a simple way. “To cre-

In Norway, everyone enjoys the right
of access to, and passage through
uncultivated land in the countryside, forests, and mountains,
whether public or privately owned.
This is called “the right to roam” a
traditional freedom that was
secured by legislation in 1957.
Visitors are completely free to pick
wild berries and mushrooms, fish
from the shoreline or by boat in saltwater areas. Fishing in rivers and
lakes and hunting are allowed after
obtaining a permit. All visitors are
expected to show consideration for
farmers and landowners, the environment, and biological diversity.
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shut up and fish
by eli havn

C

aptain Sig Hansen, of the TV series “The Deadliest Catch” on
Discovery, is a fourth-generation Norwegian fisherman who
loves his seafood.
The wind is howling, the temperature well below freezing. It is the
third day in a row without sleep for the crew of the fishing vessel
Northwestern. It is also just another day at work.
The captain and his crew regularly deal with sleep deprivation, heavy equipment, and extremely cold temperatures. They sometimes face waves that are 40
feet tall. No wonder Alaskan crab fishing is, statistically, one of the most dangerous jobs in the
United States. As the Discovery website states:
“It takes a different kind of man to fish on
‘Deadliest Catch.’”
Hansen watches the program with his family, but says that because it portrays so accurately what happens out on the Bering Sea, it is
sometimes hard to watch and relive some of the
dramatic moments. On the upside, it gives the
fishermen’s families a better understanding of what
they actually do when they are away from home.
“The Deadliest Catch” is Discovery Channel's most popular TV series, and is aired in 170 countries. Captain Hansen's familyowned boat Northwestern is one of the fishing vessels that has been a
part of the Emmy award-winning series since it started five seasons
ago. This makes Hansen one of the world’s most famous fishermen.
His father pioneered the Opilio crab fishery in Alaska, something of
which the skipper is really proud. He emphasizes that he has learned a
lot from his father, among other things that if you pay the crew well,
they will come back next year, which will add to the overall safety on
the boat. The safety record of Northwestern is one of Hansen’s greatest prides, as there have not been any major accidents onboard with
him as the skipper.

Hansen confides that his favorite crab is, “naturally,” the King crab,
and that he likes his crab best straight out of the shell: “There’s nothing like it – it’s like candy.” However, if he can not have his crab raw,
he prefers it on a sandwich or in a salad.
A resident of the town of Shoreline in Washington state, he travels
to Norway at least once a year, but went more often as a child. He
speaks Norwegian at home. He met his wife, June, during one
of his trips to Norway. The 43-year old has been fishing all
his life, both in Norway and in the United States. This
includes having a summer job fishing mackerel and
cod in Norway.
According to the captain, heritage and tradition
are important because “that’s what makes us who
we are.” Hansen, who took over as captain of
Northwestern after his father, works with his brothers Norman and Edgar on the boat. The
Northwestern is also co-owned by the brothers. As a
fourth-generation Norwegian fisherman, Hansen says
that fishing is all he ever wanted to do. He began fishing when he was 14, and became full-time captain of
Northwestern at the age of 24.
Being featured on TV has not only brought celebrity status,
but also made it possible to start a successful side business. The side
business offers seafood (“The Tastiest Catch”), clothing, and memorabilia such as bumper stickers, mugs, and stationery, and even a beer
called “Captain Sig’s Northwestern Ale.” “Shut up and fish!” is one of
Hansen’s well-known quotes and is now featured on T-shirts and hoodies.
The Opilio crab season lasts from January until March and the King
crab season from October until November, but Northwestern is out at
sea most of the year. When Hansen is not out with the boat, he is busy
coming up with new products and promoting them and the show locally and around the world.
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Turning up the Heat in New York
by arild strommen

“T

he key to serving good food is that it is simple, fresh, and
healthy,” says Morten Sohlberg, owner of four Smörgås Chef
restaurants in New York City. According to the 38-year-old entrepreneur, “simple” means that you don’t overpower customers with
dishes that are too complicated or have too many choices on the menu.
Freshness is ensured by “just-in-just-out” inventory. “Everything we
buy on any given day should be served that day,” dictates his philosophy, “health is a result of simplicity and freshness, as well as using
locally grown, unprocessed ingredients – we never use canned foods.”

S

ohlberg’s approach to tasty and healthy food has made his New
York restaurants wildly popular – as have their style and atmosphere. Having studied art at the Istituto per L’Arte in Florence,
worked as a designer in Milan, and taught at Parsons School of Design,
Sohlberg also leads creation of the “sensory experience” of the restaurants including lighting, sound and interior design, as well as the food
and plate presentation. He uses Scandinavian ingredients not only in

8 | www.norway.org/food

his dishes, but also in the visual arena: instead of buying lamps, he
crafted light fixtures and an entire wall out of blue Ramlösa bottles.
The Smörgås Chef menu features uniquely Scandinavian ingredients, such as cloudberries, herring, and lingonberries. The restaurants
serve a significant amount of boiled and grilled salmon, as well as
pickled herring. But the top seller is Swedish meatballs and lingonberries with chive mashed potatoes, carrots, zucchini, and grädd sauce.

T

o come up with the perfect meatball, the Norwegian chef experimented with 80 recipes before being satisfied. “Twenty-five percent of our revenue comes from serving meatballs with potatoes
and lingonberries. We sell 150,000 meatballs a month,” he says – a
number he hopes to double by opening yet another outlet for the popular dish. A new eatery to be named Ball will be the fast food version
of Smörgås cuisine. According to Sohlberg, meatballs are an excellent
late-night snack, which he feels may out-compete the more traditional
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fare of pizza, kebobs, and hot dogs. Napkins
and forks to be used are made out of corn fiber
and are 100 per cent biodegradable. An exact
location for Ball has not been determined as
of yet, but Sohlberg is “contemplating
Manhattan’s Lower East Side.”

B

all will be the fifth location Sohlberg
opens since he founded the Smörgås
Chef Restaurant Group in 2003. The
first location was established in the Financial
District as a modest sandwich shop, which
grew into a full-service restaurant and bar.
Two new restaurants in Midtown and the West
Village soon followed, and most recently,
Smörgås Chef opened its fourth location within the Scandinavia House Cultural Center on
Park Avenue. The restaurants now employ a
staff of 100 and have revenues of $8 million a
year.
After doing most of the cooking early on,
Sohlberg is now mostly occupied with running the business aspect of the operation, with
wife and co-funder Min Ye. Ari Nieminen is
corporate executive chef, and oversees the
culinary operations, menu development, and
commissary production. Nieminen created the
scallop recipe below. The recipe for meatballs? That will remain a well kept secret.

Cast-Iron Seared Diver Sea Scallops
With Mushrooms, New Potatoes and Pernod
Recipe by Corporate Chef Ari Nieminen, Smörgås Restaurants

Ingredients
16 large diver sea scallops about 1 ½ oz each
1 tablespoon sea salt
1 tablespoon fresh ground black pepper
8 large white mushrooms or cork sized porcini mushrooms
12 small new potatoes, pre-cooked until tender in salted
water
4 small carrots, peeled and cut into 1-inch pieces and precooked until tender in salted water
4 oz Pernod (anise flavored liqueur)
1 ½ cups heavy cream
4 tablespoons fresh sage, chopped, plus 4 sage leaves for
garnish
2 tablespoons olive oil
2 tablespoons butter
Salt and fresh ground pepper to taste

Preparation
1. Turn off smoke alarm.
2. Preheat a very large cast iron skillet until extremely hot!
3. Season scallops with salt and pepper, put the olive oil into the pan, then add the
scallops. Cook over high heat until scallops start to turn golden brown.
4. Carefully add the Pernod (in the pan) over the scallops and ignite by tilting pan
toward the flame or using a lighter. Shake pan gently to subdue all the flames,
about one minute.
5. Turn the scallops over, add two tablespoons butter, mushrooms, potatoes and
carrots in the pan and cook for three minutes.
6. Add the cream and simmer gently on low heat for two minutes.
7. Add the chopped sage and adjust seasoning to taste.
8. Divide unto four warmed plates or small cast iron skillets and garnish each
with a sage leaf.
9. Serve with crusty bread.
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– Congressman Rick Larsen

PHOTO COURTESY OF CONGRESSMAN RICK LARSEN’S OFFICE

Congressman Rick Larsen (D-WA) is
co-chairman of the Friends of Norway
Caucus in the House of
Representatives – a forum for dialogue and exchange of views
between the United States and
Norwegian politicians on issues,
interests, priorities, and policies,
between Norway and the United
States, and globally.
What are the areas of concern to your constituents with regards to
Norway? In what ways do they wish to have links to Norway?
Washington state has one of the highest populations of Norwegian
Americans in the United States. Each year, more than 25,000 people
attend Syttende Mai celebrations in Seattle, Washington. Many
Norwegian-Americans feel a strong tie to their heritage and have a
strong interest in current U.S.–Norway relations.
How has the caucus been useful to you?
As a member of the House Armed Services Committee, I have worked
very closely with our Department of Defense and outside experts to
learn about how U.S. policy affects our relationships with both Norway
and NATO. As a co-chair of the friends of Norway Caucus, I have
gained unique and valuable insight on these issues from the other side
of the Atlantic. This flow of information has been very useful in shaping my views on U.S. defense and trade policies.

How would you describe the nature of U.S.-Norwegian relations?

What do you expect to achieve by being engaged in the caucus?

Who is your favorite Norwegian politician of all time?

I would like the Friends of Norway Caucus to be a tool for keeping
members of Congress educated about the importance of our bilateral
relationship with Norway and the issues that affect our relationship. I
hope the Friends of Norway Caucus will help members of Congress
make better decisions by providing them with useful information and
the perspectives of Norwegian leaders.

Rather than focus on individual personalities, I would rather express
my admiration for Norway’s long history of commitment to democratic principles.

In what areas do you think Norway and the United States should
cooperate more?
I believe that the United States and Norway cooperate very strongly on
the major issues facing our two countries, and I would like to continue
that spirit of cooperation. I think that, as polar ice caps recede, it will
become very important for Arctic nations to work together to ensure
the fair and safe use of Arctic resources, and I hope that United States
and Norway will work together in that regard in the future.

10 | news of norway | summer 2009

I believe that the United States and Norway have a very strong relationship right now, due in part to Norway’s outstanding contributions
to our ongoing efforts in Afghanistan. In the United States, we very
much appreciate the strong military, civilian, and financial contributions that Norway has made to this effort.

Who is your favorite Norwegian artist?
I enjoy the work of Henrik Ibsen and have appreciated seeing his work
performed live at the Norwegian Embassy.
Why do your constituents/Americans of Norwegian ancestry care
about Norway now that they live in America?
Americans of Norwegian ancestry care about Norway due to our
shared values and our shared interests. Many Americans are reminded
of the close ties between our two countries as they interact with
Norwegians through trade and tourism.
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American Students Head for Norway
After Winning Essay Contest
by tarjei helland and sally acharya/american today

N

oah Chutz and Alex Thorp, both students at the School of International
Service at American University in
Washington, D.C., head for the Arctic city of
Tromsø, Norway, in August 2009. They were
two of many students who submitted essays to
a contest sponsored by the Royal Norwegian
Embassy. American University students were
invited to write essays on the Norwegian
Forest and Climate Initiative or the challenges
and opportunities facing the High North as a
result of climate change and the melting
Arctic.
“Norway’s High North strategy and the
Forest and Climate Initiative are two of the
most important issues on Norway’s international political agenda,” Ambassador Wegger
Strommen says. “It is really interesting to read
how these topics are interpreted and analyzed
by the students.” Ambassador Strommen participated in a climate symposium at American
University in April, and awarded the first
prize of the contest, to Mr. Chutz and Mr.
Thorp: a five-day trip to the Arctic city of
Tromsø.
In Tromsø, the American students will be
welcomed by the Norwegian Polar Institute
which has an academic program ready for
them. But the young scholars will also get a
taste of Norway in less strictly academic
ways. “Once in Tromsø, we have to let Alex
and Noah experience some of our natural
beauty. There will be time for sightseeing, and
we have booked the students on a somewhat
special ‘cruise,’” Jannicke Jaeger, counselor
for communications at the Norwegian
Embassy explains. The “cruise” is a trip on a
fjord in a small fishing boat where the stu-

dents will enjoy a meal consisting of their
own fresh catch of the day.
However genuinely Norwegian a fishing
trip on a fjord is, it will unlikely be as hazardous as the explorations of Knut Espen
Solberg who spoke at the climate symposium.
Norwegian explorer and
researcher Knut Espen Solberg
lectured at American University

Students and faculty heard firsthand about the
melting Arctic ice from Solberg, who has conducted research on the Arctic seas, attempted
to sail the Northwest Passage, and who has
published two books on his experiences.
The intrepid Norwegian riveted the audience with his tales of traveling by sailboat and
dogsled and living among the indigenous
Inuits whose traditional way of life is being

jeopardized due to climate change. According
to Solberg, the Greenland ice sheet is shrinking at the rate of five centimeters a year, getting taller but narrower as warming ocean currents melt it from beneath.
“When you talk to old hunters, they don’t
talk about climate change, but they complain
the ice was different when they were
younger,” Solberg said. As the Arctic changes,
the value of traditional knowledge also
erodes, he said. The caribou no longer come
in April as they once did. The fishing spots
that provided bounty to past generations are
no longer safe.
“The knowledge you learn is not applicable,” Solberg said. “It ruins the sense of identity and pride, elders aren’t respected as much,
and the community starts to fall apart.”
Signs of climate change are evident in the
Arctic for those who know how to decipher it.
Instead of the thick, hard ice that filled the
Arctic in the past, the polar region is now dotted with more “first-year ice,” thin, friable,
and quickly melted. It breaks easily into icebergs, makes fishing difficult and dangerous,
and vanishes earlier in the season than the
older, harder ice.
As Thorp put it in his winning essay: “If
the trend continues, the Great White North
will no longer be white, but blue.”
“We hope the young students will learn
more about climate change and benefit from
the trip to Tromsø and the Polar Institute.
Students and faculty in America are important
target groups for the embassy in its public outreach and we hope this is just the beginning of
a partnership that will spread to other cities in
the United States,” Jaeger says.
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books

NEW CRIME FICTION:

PHOTO BY THOMAS DUNNE BOOKS

reviewed by anne myklebust

Published in the United States by Thomas
Dunne Books in March, 2009. “The Man in
the Window” by Kjell Ola Dahl is the followup to his internationally acclaimed debut
thriller, “The Fourth Man.”

What Lies
Beneath

The Ghosts of
Girlfriends Past

A

G

ward-winning author K.O. Dahl
received international acclaim for his
gripping debut thriller, “The Fourth
Man,” which introduced readers to Detective
Inspector Frank Frølich and Detective Chief
Inspector Gunnarstranda. The return of
Frølich and Gunnarstranda should be well
received by the readers Dahl won over with
his first novel.
It’s Friday the 13th, Oslo is enveloped in
freezing cold, and Reidar Folke Jespersen
passes what will be the last day of his life.
The aging antiques dealer leaves home and
takes a taxi to a nearby café. A few hours
later, through the window of the café, he
watches his wife enter an apartment on the
other side of the street, where her lover lives.
In the early hours of the following morning,
Folke Jespersen is found stabbed to death,
sitting naked in an armchair in the display
window of his antiques store.

PHOTO BY HARPER COLLINS

D

Jo Nesbø’s “Nemesis,” in the series about
Police Detective Harry Hole was published
in the United States by Harper Collins in
May, 2009.
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ahl spends the first chapters of the
book introducing readers to several
potential suspects – all with motives
that could drive them to murder. His wife,
son, brothers, a former employee, and a
young woman with whom Folke Jespersen
seems to have a relationship with are all presented in rapid succession.
Considering such a convenient line-up of
potential killers, Dahl runs the risk of turning
“The Man in the Window” into a “who dunnit” crime novel. However, the prose is
engaging and sinister enough to captivate,
and early descriptions of Folke Jespersen’s
inner thoughts immediately persuade readers
that this book is worth reading not just to
learn who will go down for murder. The portrayal of Folke Jespersen’s bereaved wife
also highlights Dahl’s knack for creating
characters with depth.

T

his engaging and easily read book
becomes yet another excellent crime
novel to come out of Scandinavia in the
past decade. For an area of the world with so
little crime, its authors sure excel at portraying the darker sides of humanity.

rainy closed-circuit television footage
shows a man walking into an Oslo
bank and pointing a gun to a cashier’s
head. He orders the young woman to count to
25. When the robber doesn’t get his money in
time, the cashier is executed, and 2 million
Norwegian kroner disappear without a trace.
Police Detective Harry Hole is assigned to
the case.
Fans of crime fiction will already be well
acquainted with Jo Nesbø and his alluring
detective, the alcoholic misanthrope Harry
Hole. Like so many notorious detectives in
crime fiction history, Hole discards convention both in his personal and professional
life, keeping him in a permanent state of disarray.
“Nemesis” does not break from this pattern. While Hole’s girlfriend is away in
Russia, his old flame and struggling artist
Anna Bethsen invites him to dinner. The
evening ends in an all too familiar way as
Hole awakens with a missing cell phone, and
no memory of the past 12 hours. That same
morning, Anna is found shot dead in her bed,
while Hole receives the first of several
threatening emails.

H

ole eventually becomes a prime suspect in an investigation led by his
adversary Tom Waaler, and depends
on absolving himself of suspicion by cracking both cases. But Hole’s superiors’ faith in
his abilities remain firm, and they allow him
with what can only be described as “flexible
guidelines” while trying to clear his name.
Harry’s leads point to Brazil, as well as to
Raskol, an almost mythical, Godfather-like
gypsy currently serving time in Norway for
bank robberies. It is in his description of
these two environments – the criminal underground in Brazil, and the gypsy communities
in Europe, that Nesbø wows readers.
Nesbø’s prose leaves nothing to be
desired. The narration elegantly lets Harry’s
frenzied state of mind shine through, without
losing its bleak humor and ambiguity. The
portrayal of Raskol and Harry’s attempts to
infiltrate criminal circles in Brazil makes this
a stand-out even by Nesbø’s standards.
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Up-Beat Down South:
Norway Plays Hard at SXSW
by anne myklebust

PHOTO BY RENATE TORSETH

F

ourteen Norwegian bands were represented at this spring’s South by
Southwest, the world's largest music industry showcase, held annually in Austin, Texas.
One of the freshest examples of Norwegian sound came from aptly
titled The New Wine. While puns at their not-so-original moniker should
be kept at a minimum, this wine really did go down well with the audience. The group played several successful concerts at the festival, including one late-night show at the Music Gym Patio, where their danceable
disco-rock was perfect for keeping people on their feet throughout the hot
and humid Austin night.
Considering they have only played together for 18 months, it is impressive that
the band completely avoided the hiccups and miscues which plagued many of the other
young bands at the showcase. The reason for this is simple: Rather than recording demos and
beating down the doors of record companies with the aim of getting signed, the band has
rehearsed, toured, and then rehearsed some more.
As a result, The New Wine has become a rare thing: a young band sounding very much like a
finished product. And don’t let their tendency to stare at their sneakers while playing fool you,
because these wide-eyed kids – the oldest of the four is 21 – seem both grounded and ready to
stake their ground in the music business.
In addition to launching bands that are fresh out of the garage, SXSW also gives artists
that have been honing their craft for some time the chance to make friends and influence
people. One such artist is Norwegian rapper Son of Light (his real name is André Martin
Hadland), who performed a short but intense late-night set at the intimate Back Alley
Social venue during the festival. Son of Light has been around for some time, releasing
his first, and so far, only, album in 1997. This release, dubbed “Deep Green,” quickly established itself as a classic on the Norwegian rap scene, despite modest sales.
The fact that Deep Green managed to generate this buzz was doubtlessly helped
by his affiliation with Norwegian hip-hop legend Tommy Tee. Son of Light has
been signed to Tee Productions from the start, and released a six-track EP in 2002,
titled “The Homecoming.” He was also joined by Tommy Tee on stage in Austin,
and the relaxed, yet energetic chemistry between the two made this show a highlight for any rap enthusiast at SXSW.
When News of Norway caught up with Son of Light, the likeable rapper
had just returned from a successful gig in Bergen with Tommy Tee.
According to the Norwegian press, the show culminated in a frenzied finish with no fewer than 30 artists on stage, and was described by Son of
Light as “fantastic.”
The excitement of this recent gig aside, Son of Light was also upbeat
about the coming months. “My new single [suitably titled “Lift it Up”]
is about to be released, we’ve just shot a video for it, and there are plans
to attend the New York International Music Festival later this year.”
The experience of participating in SXSW was clearly a positive one:
“We made a lot of good contacts, ranging from local artists around
Austin, to producers, and agents – even other Norwegian bands and
artists that I had not even met.”
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calendar
For a complete and
updated calendar of
events please visit
www.norway.org

NYAA Summer Exhibition 2009
NEW YORK, NY, through August 2
Norwegian artist Merete Sejersted
Bodtker will be featured at the
annual Summer Exhibition at New
York Academy of Art.
Info: www.norway.org
Slash: Paper Under the Knife

new york
visual arts
Harald Schioldborg jr. Exhibit
NEW YORK, NY, through August
16
Trygve Lie Gallery in New York
present
the
exhibition
“Kaleidoscope” by the Norwegian
artist Harald Schioldborg Jr. The
works vary in expressions,
depending on choice of material
and size – but ultimately colors and
light is the main emphasis.
Info: www.norway.org
Ligne Roset Sogo: Living With Art
NEW YORK, NY, through August 1
Group exhibition featuring Sanford
Biggers, Ole Martin Lund Bø, Erik
Hanson, Jayson Keeling, Marco
Rountree Cruz, Patrick Seely, Elise
Storsveen, Panos Tsagaris, Lane
Twitchell and Marius Watz.
Info: www.norway.org
Julie Pike in “Crown Of The
Lost”
NEW YORK, NY, through July 16
The main focus of the “Crown Of
The Lost” is the foreboding aspects
of nature and the inevitable decay
of beauty through the exploration
of behavioral aspects of biological
and technological ecosystems and
environments, their development,
peaks, and ultimately their breakdowns.
Info: www.norway.org

humor, sharp characterization and
unremitting tension.
Info: www.scandinaviahouse.org
Norwegian Film Week
NEW YORK, NY, October 14-24
Scandinavia House arranges a
tribute to Norwegian Film. There
will be screening of Norwegian
films, introductions by directors and
panel discussions on the current
trends in Norwegian cinema.
Info: www.scandinaviahouse.org

mid west
festivals

celebrations

New York, NY, October 7 - April 4,
2010
The group exhibition with AnneKarin Furunes explores the international phenomenon of cut paper
in contemporary art.
Info: www.norway.org

architecture
Space Within: The National
September 11 Memorial &
Museum
NEW
YORK,
NY,
through
September 14
A Space Within is a public showcase of the memorial and museum,
including the museum pavilion
designed by Norwegian firm
Snøhetta.
Info: www.norway.org

78th Annual Norway Day
MINNEAPOLIS, MN, July 12, all
day event
This celebration for the children will
comprise of games, food and
music. Come and enjoy the fun.
Info: (612) 861-4793
Nordic Fest at Vesterheim

14 | www.norway.org

Norwegian Festival
NEW YORK, NY, October 3
For the 15th time the Norwegian
Festival – a collaboration between
the Consulate General and New
York Road Runners (NYRR) – will
be held October 3rd in Central
Park. The theme for 2009 is
Exploring Norway.
Info: www.norway.org

film
Nordic Noir: Crime Series – Varg
Veum
NEW YORK, NY July 8 - August 13
Scandinavia House continues with
the ever-popular crime series, Varg
Veum, featuring film adaptations of
Norwegian
writer
Gunnar
Staalesen’s crime novels. The contemporary thriller series about
hard-boiled private investigator
Varg Veum is distinguished by dark

6th Annual Norway House
Midtsommer Celebration
MINNEAPOLIS, MN, July 19 at
5.30 - 7.30pm
Norway House is this year honoring five exemplary leaders in
Minnesota: Margaret Anderson
Kelliher, Betty McCollum, Roger
Moe, Al Quie, and Martin Sabo.
Honorary Consul General Walter
Mondale will preside.
Info: www.norwayhouse.net or
(877) 247-7439
10th Anniversary of the Norway
Lake Log Church
NORWAY LAKE AREA, MN,
August 15- 16
The Norway Lake Lutheran
Historical Association will hold the
10th anniversary celebration of the
Norway Lake Log Church in
August, 2009.
Info: www.norway.org

music

festival
Northern (L)attitudes: Norwegian
and American Contemporary Art
NEW YORK, NY, through Sep. 12
Photographs, paintings, and
videos, this exhibit at Scandinavia
House in New York celebrates the
works of nine provocative contemporary artists, four American and
five Norwegian. Northern (L)attitudes entails cultural exchange of
artists. As evident through their
works, American artists were taken
with Scandinavia’s flora and fauna,
keenly observing and investigation
its georgraphy, climate, vegetation,
and wildlife through paintings interpreting ice and forest, and photographs and video delineating landscape, rocks and animal behavior.
During their time in the United
States, the Norwegian artists drew
inspiration from politics, sound and
the rhetoric of power and color.
Info: www.scandinaviahouse.org

both sides of the Atlantic and
world-class entertainment. This
year you can tap your foot to the
music of Frankie Valli, Clint Black,
Reba McEntire, Ray Stevens and
George Jones.
Info: www.hostfest.com or (701)
852-2368

DECORAH, IA, July 25-26, all day
events
Celebrate Northern deLights at
Decorah’s 43rd annual Nordic Fest
and check out the new events and
exhibitions at Vesterheim. This
year’s Nordic Fest honors the
Sami, the native inhabitants of
northern Norway, Sweden, Finland,
and the Russian Kola Peninsula.
Info: (563) 382-9681 or
http://vesterheim.org
Norsk Høstfest 2009
MINOT, ND, September 29 through
October 3
Come and experience North
America's largest Scandinavian
festival. The festival features ethnic
cuisine, Scandinavian culture and
history, artisans and crafters from

Ilmari Hopkins in Washington,
D.C
WASHINGTON, D.C. August 6-8
Ilmari Hopkins, co-principal cellist
of the Stavanger Symphony
Orchestra, Norway, comes to the
US to be solo cellist with The Youth
Orchestra of the Americas.
Info: www.norway.org

south carolina
festival
ScanFest
CHARLOTTE, SC, November 7
The 6th. annual ScanFest offers
food, music and fun events in
Charlotte for the preservation and
enjoyment of Scandinavian traditions, customs, history and cultural
heritage.
Info: (704) 996-3731 or
www.scandinavianconnection.org
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featured events
science week 2009
“Discover, Innovate, Collaborate,”
MINNEAPOLIS, MN, September 27-30.
This year's Science Week, “Discover, Innovate, Collaborate,” will for
the first time be held in Minneapolis, MN. Honorary Consul General
and former U.S. Vice President Walter Mondale, Norway’s Minister of
Research and Higher Education Tora Aasland, Ambassador Wegger
Chr. Strommen and President of the University of Minnesota Robert
H. Bruininks welcome you to an exciting event. The conferance is
open and free, although registration is required. Lectures and discussions deal with the theme: “To survive on this planet, science and
innovation are necessary tools. We need to develop new energy concepts and go beyond the hybrid car. We need clean technologies and
medical technologies. We need new knowledge about biodiversity,
resources and environment. We need international partnerships and
good policies.” The goal of the conference is to create a meeting
place for strengthening cooperation and research projects across the
Atlantic.
Info: www.norway.org/restech - or email: scienceweek@mfa.no

architecture exhibit
Detour
PHILADELPHIA, PA, through
September 11
Detour started in 1993 as a collaborative project between the
Norwegian
Public
Roads
Administration and the foundation
Norsk Form. At the heart of the project lay a wish to integrate contemporary architecture into Norwegian
landscapes. With this goal in mind,
Norwegian and international architects and designers have over the
past decade located 18 suitable
tourist routes in Norway, and highlighted them by creating close to
200 innovative and visually appealing viewing platforms, resting
points, and picnic areas along the
roadsides. The architectural exhibit
is on display at the Philadelphia
Center for Architecture.
Info: www.philadelphiacfa.org

architecture exhibit
Kristin Jarmund Selected
Works
WASHINGTON, D.C., through
September 18
MONTREAL, QUE, October 26
through November 13.
This exhibition gives audiences
all over the world the opportunity
to
experience
celebrated
Norwegian architecture through
photographs, drawings and
material samples. This fall, the
works will be exhibited at
Catholic
University
in
Washington, D.C., and McGill
University in Montreal, Canada.
Info: www.norway.org or
www.kjark.no
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COVER: the Norwegian Culinary Team
made history when, for the first time
ever, it won the Culinary Olympics in
Germany in the fall of 2008, outmaneuvering 31 other countries.
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inside:
Norwegian fish and shellfish, followed by Norwegian lamb and wild
game, are the most popular ingredients to use amoung gourmet chefs in
Norway, concludes a recent study.

“The key to serving good food is that
it is simple, fresh, and healthy,” says
Morten Sohlberg, the Norwegian
owner of four Smörgås Chef restaurants in New York City.
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An increased focus on locally made
quality foods has given rise to a new
interest for tourists – traveling to
experience heritage, aesthetics, culture, and unique culinary delights.

Captain of the fishing vessel
Northwestern, Sig Hansen, is a
fourth-generation Norwegian fisherman who can be seen on the TV series
“The Deadliest Catch” on Discovery.
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